
Name ______________________________________________________________ 

Same Beginning/ Same Ending Activity 
 

Directions:  
1.1.1.1.    Same Beginning: Write words that have the same beginning letter or letters as the Same Beginning: Write words that have the same beginning letter or letters as the Same Beginning: Write words that have the same beginning letter or letters as the Same Beginning: Write words that have the same beginning letter or letters as the 

word wall words.word wall words.word wall words.word wall words.    
a. If the word begins with a vowel, keep the same vowel sound.  
b. If the word begins with a blend (st) or digraph (sh, th), keep them together in column 2. 
 

2.2.2.2.    Same Ending: Write words that rhyme with the word wall words.Same Ending: Write words that rhyme with the word wall words.Same Ending: Write words that rhyme with the word wall words.Same Ending: Write words that rhyme with the word wall words.    
Try to keep the same spelling at the end if possible, but if not, use the same sound (I and my) 
 

     
The words in these 2 columns can be word wall words, but do not have to be. 
It is beneficial both to make connections between word wall words AND  
generate new ones. 

Word Wall Word Wall Word Wall Word Wall 
WordWordWordWord    

Word that begins with same Word that begins with same Word that begins with same Word that begins with same 
letter(s)letter(s)letter(s)letter(s) (Same beginning sound) (Same beginning sound) (Same beginning sound) (Same beginning sound)    

Word that rhymesWord that rhymesWord that rhymesWord that rhymes    
(may or may not have same spelling(may or may not have same spelling(may or may not have same spelling(may or may not have same spelling---- keep  keep  keep  keep 

samsamsamsame spelling when possible)e spelling when possible)e spelling when possible)e spelling when possible)    

example:example:example:example:                 at    aaaapple batatatat 
1.1.1.1.    
    

  

2.2.2.2.    
    

  

3.3.3.3.    
    

  

4.4.4.4.    
    

  

5.5.5.5.    
    

        

6.6.6.6.    
    

        

7.7.7.7.    
    

        

8.8.8.8.    
    

        

9.9.9.9.    
    

        

10.10.10.10.    
    

        

11.11.11.11.    
    

        

12.12.12.12.    
    

        

 


